
  Lasts a lifetime!  
As it patinas and the 
strips start to brown, 
the cleaning strength of 
the copper increases. 
(shown here after 1 
year of exposure)

              Copper CatCopper Cat  is a uniquely designed, 99.96% pure 
grade copper strip that prolongs the time rainwater stays 
in contact with the copper, maximizing the benefits to 
your roof!

  Easy to install!      
Install Copper Cat 
Roofing Strips one 
course below the ridge 
of your roof for the 
ultimate protection. 
The strips natually 
use the benefits of 
copper through the 
release of ions that 
prevent the growth of 
algae, mold and lichen.                                                                                                                                          
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SAVE & PROTECTSAVE & PROTECT
YOUR INVESTMENTYOUR INVESTMENT  

with Copper Cat’s with Copper Cat’s 
Roof Cleaning Strips! Roof Cleaning Strips! 

COPPER STRIPSCOPPER STRIPS



DIRTY ROOF?DIRTY ROOF?

SHINE!SHINE!
MAKE IT MAKE IT 

Copper Cat Algae TerminatorCopper Cat Algae Terminator®® 
for Permanent Protection. 

  Works on asphalt, cedar

   slate or tile

  Cleans & protects up to 25ft

   of roof face

  99.96% Pure Copper

 10-3’ Strips (30 Linear feet) and 35 
copper nails per box

 The double-sided copper strip is 20X 
stronger than Zinc strips

 Works on new or existing roofs

Install Copper Cat AlgaeCopper Cat Algae
TerminatorTerminator®® (CCAT)

Roofing Strips along the ridge of your roof for 
natural algae protection. CCAT copper strips 
combine with rainwater to wash down and 

protect your roof, every time it rains.

KEY FEATURES  
AND BENEFITS

The Only The Only PermanentPermanent  
Solution...Solution... 

Copper Cat has a 50 year warranty and can be reused on each new roofCopper Cat has a 50 year warranty and can be reused on each new roof 

Uses the natural process of water Uses the natural process of water 
interacting withinteracting with  CopperCopper  to to release ions release ions 
that prevent growth of algae, mold and that prevent growth of algae, mold and 
lichen on asphalt, slate, cedar and tile.lichen on asphalt, slate, cedar and tile.  


